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3C's Podcast = Objectives: 
2-3 Presenters? does most of the talking, fills blanks, transitions... : ZoéTimothéeFlorent
Scriptmaster? checks text, coherence, spellings: Marceline and Mr C
Jingle master? adds music & jingles, videos ...: Enola Malaury
Mixing / sound ? controls sound / in/out: joachim ??

 
 JINGLE INTRO & fade
 
 Hey, welcome to 3C's podcast.
 Tim,  Florent,  go!
INTRO? TimHello everyone, today  we're gonna talk about refugees! 7 Groups will present thier work about a topic on refugees!
7 Groups with they own topic about refugees.
topic?Zoé : Today, we will talk you about the lives or people who have had to flee their own country,migrants and
the asylum seekers. 
Stay with us and we hope you enjoy our podcast ! 
So, first question ? 
What is a refugee exactly? 
How do you become refugee? 
What causes people to flee their country and what can we do to help them?
 
 So let's go!
 JINGLE
 

 Now, we will present the first groupe of Joe Alicia and Enola! 

G2 = Refugee? Migrant or Asylum Seeker?
Find a definition of a refugee Joe alicia and  Enola
   so,  what is an asylum seeker? A refugee is a person who must leave their country because of war, politics.     to escape
danger (war, persecution, natural disaster, etc.).
 
And what's a migrant? There is no internationally accepted legal definition of a migrant.
 
What are the di�erent kinds of refugees? one becomes a refugee by leaving his country because of the war or the intenperies
 (the best known is for political reasonand climate change)
-persecution
-rasism
tim: Thank you verry much Alicia and Enola.
Now Lina, Marceline,and Malaury will explain the causes of becoming a refugee.
 

G2 = Causes of a refugee crisis?
Zoé :What are the main causes for becoming 

Lina :The main causes for becoming a refugee are war, for money, religion, politics and poverty.
TIM Can we help refugees if we ignore the cause? Why?

Malaury:Yes by giving them food and sheltering them because when they leave their country, they can’t take many things with
them. 

FLO What is Epimonia? How does it help? 
Marceline :Epimonia helps refugees. They donate money and recycle life jackets. 

TIM =Some examples?
There are di�erents causes where people have been to become a refugee :
- persecution - war- climate change - Violation Of Human Rights- Financial Hardships- Hunger- Gender and Sexual Orientation

G3 = Refugees and numbers…
HERM>>hello our names are Adnane and Hermes ,we will talk to you to about of refugees

Hermes: What is the UNHCR? 
Adnane: UNHCR is an agency for assisting the refugee, UNHCR meansssss United Nationsssss High Commissioner for
Refugeessssssssss. 
Hermes: in the world there are 89 point 3 million refugees displaced worldwide.
Adnane: In the world there are 27 Point 1 million refugees.
Hermes in the world there are 4 point 6 million  asylum seekersssssss
Adnane in the world there are 53 point 2 million internally displaced
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Hermes the nomber of refugees increasing over the years.
 I think the situation will not change because there are a many war so there are many refugees.

tim: Thanks boys
Now it's the turn of the group four.

  

G4 = What can we do to help?Tristan Joachim Zoé Florent
Tim: What can we do to help?Tristan Joachim Zoé Florent

What have people done to help refugees in the past? 
JOACHIM:Hello, Hello i m joachim and I'm going to talk to you about what people do for refugees a mother and her son
driving to Ukraine to collect refugees and their pets and bring them to the UK. 
A refugee who fled the war in Ukraine has said that community hubs have made her feel like she is "not alone in this world". 
ZOE What could you do to help refugees? 
tristan: to help refugees you could make donations or go on a boat to help them when they are on their raft. 
For example, in twenty sixteen the boat Aquarius saved Syrian migrants in the Mediterranean. 
TIM Do you know a refugee? Describe his or her life(5WHs)
Zoé : Yes I know a refugee. His name is Veniamin.
So, we can ask questions to him.
When you come in France ?
ukranian 
When you come in France (quand est tu arrivé en France ?)
24 april 2021
Were do you live now ?
I live in granville langanerie.
Do you live again with your family ?(Est ce que tu vis toujours avec ta famille ?)
yes I live with my family In home 
Do you like our college ?
 yes the college very good
-Are you happy in France ?
-yes france is very beautiful
Zoé: Thanks Veniamin ! Dyicyu dzia k

TIM: thanks for the interview = So, what is Epimonia? How does it help? (OOPS, repetition !!!!,)
Florent: Epimonia is an assosiation for supporting refugees with emploiment, housing, and more. They spend a lot of moneys
on thier actions and recycle life jacket for refugees.

 Tim, thanks let's go for the group of Kyllian, Maeva, Simon,Noelyne and Veniamin.

G5 = Refugee reminiscence / #MostImportantThing

the most important thing to take refugee and find a home
Noelyne : Leila left because fled Deir Alzur after neighbours were killed 
Simon : She left with a pair of jeans because they are pretty and remind her of good timessss.
Maéva : She livesss in cold,cramped house with 30(thirty) people.
Veniamin :  життя біженців дуже важке і ускладнює пошук місць для проживання
Florent= thank you, 
And kyllian ???

 tim: OK thank's
 Now it's the turn of lilas and jade

 
 

G6 = Refugees in Documentariessss  (don't forget your "s")
 Lilas:  The refugee is a civil (women, children, baby ) who has feld becasue of war violences and a deportation .They change a
country for safety . They comes from a turkey ,Ukraine ,Palestine , israel ....   etc
   JADE =what caused them to become stateless? Because it's a war and we must protect the civiliansssssss

Zoé: Now, we welcome Yanis, Timéo, Inès and Charlotte for the... 
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G7 = Refugees in culture
PRES =   Ok so are there any good films or books or even games to play to help people understand this crisis?
YANIS , ?
-charlotte: They are the songs of gregory porter,common and keyon Harrold
- ines: They's the song alien of coldplay   

CUE: SONG COLDPLAY
-charlotte: There's music follow of moxi raia and wyclef jean 

CUE: WYCLEF JEAN  (can someone play this with their phone?  Timothée / or pre-record?
charlotte: we are going to talk to  about a movie of refugees
there are films such as "limbo of Amir El-Masry, Vikash Bhai "

CUE TRAILER???
t's an absurd comedy where superior white adults seem to educate migrant  children, it was released in 2022

 Ines the shelter is a  dramatic independent american comedy write and she is realise by  Jonah Markowitz go out in 2011.

 

So we have interviewed our class:
PRES =  “If you were forced to flee your country, what would you bring with you? and why?
- nathan: I would.. 
- Mr C:  money / credit card / passport / 
-  Noelyne = dog / phone /  = I'd would take m 
- Adnane =  I dunno, 
Hermes = dog / why??? ...
...

CONCLUSION?
Conclude? numbers? solutions?
Help refugees?

you help refugees and they will help you 

thanks to .........
thanks to (jobs)
apporter mouchoir, faire attention au bruit, s'entrainer, plus sérieux, être cool.
FEEDBACK & REACTIONS?
- 


